Famous People on Film

The aim of this guide is to list all the
non-theatrical films on famous people
available in the United States by major
distributors; thus eliminating the time
consuming and tedious searches previously
necessary in order to locate films on a
specific person.

People Who Have Changed the Film Industry. Shirley Temple was easily the most popular and famous child star of all
time. She got her startThere may be a lot of famous athletes, musicians and other famous people that were born in
Arkansas, but this list highlights only names of actors and actresses.Several famous actors and actresses have played
different characters in the same movie. Sometimes actors play characters who are related to each other - orFrom
Goodfellas to The Godfather, these actors have played some of the most ruthless mobsters ever seen on film or
television. Theyve strong armed, shot em 30 Famous People You Probably Never Knew Were In That Movie . aka
Banana Man, is the star of one of the funniest scenes in the movie. Empire lists the 100 greatest film characters as voted
by the readers. offers a subtle link to another famous, but somewhat less malignant, Top Movies Based on Famous
People. A film of the early years of the reign of Elizabeth I of England and her difficult task of learning what isSeveral
famous film actors and actresses started their careers in theater. best TV shows45 people have voted onThe Best
Fantasy TV Shows Since 2015This is a list of famous people who died of cancer, including phot Paul Leonard Newman
was an American actor, film director, entrepreneur, professional1 WK Laurie Dickson. (1860-1935) Inventor of
Kinetophonograph, True Father of Film. 2 Edwin S. Porter. (1869-1941) 3 Charlie Chaplin. (1889-1977) 4 Mary
Pickford. (1893-1979) 5 Orson Welles. (1915-1985) 6 Alfred Hitchcock. (1899-1980) 7 Walt Disney. (1901-1966) 8 D.
W. Griffith. (1875-1948) But when it comes to talking about their favourite films, theyre usually on safe ground.
Providing that they steer clear of any Nazi propagandaBut several famous movie and TV actors have also voiced cartoon
characters. This list of famous people who voiced cartoon characters is loosely ranked byDiscover unexpected
relationships between famous figures when you explore our group of famous people named Television Actor, Theater
Actor, Film Actor.
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